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MAGWRITE ROLL (GLOSS) 
TECHNICAL SPEC

Product MAGWRITE (GLOSS)                           

Description MAGWRITE wallcovering has a highly durable dry erase PET laminate finish for use with dry                       
erase and chalk pens and can be applied to walls horizontally or vertically.

Receptivity Rating MAGWRITE has high receptivity so works with MAGLITE low and MAGPLUS high power                    
magnets

Weight 650 grammes per square metre                            

Fire Rating EuroClass EN13501-1                      

Roll Width 120cm                      

Adhesive MAGFIX Adhesive                         

Warranty 7 Years                         

Configuration MAGWRITE Wallcoverings may be hung in any of the configurations shown above.                    

Finishing Once hung, the wallcovering can be used as a dry erase message area.                          
                                        
Hanging For best results, ensure the wall surface is clean, dry, sound, mirror smooth and free from                            

paint or chemicals. Best results will be obtained if the base is sealed with a PVA sealer. 
Where necessary fill holes with filler and use fine sandpaper to smooth. Switch off the 
supply of electricity to sockets and light switches as a precaution. Switch off radiators 
during installation. Removal of radiators will aid installation if in the immediate area but 
not essential.

For all writeable media, MagScapes recommend:
- hanging the material horizontally (where possible) to minimise pen use over seams
- placing wallcovering strip at optimal writing height (between waist and head height)

Allow wallcoverings to adjust to room temperature and apply the correct side to face the wall 
- for MAGWRITE it is the black side. Cut wallcovering into required lengths.  Ensure all 
MagScapes wallcoverings are hung using MAGFIX Adhesive. Pour paste contents into paste 
tray and paste the wall. Soaking is not necessary.  Apply the cut lengths, edge to edge, vertically 
or horizontally as required. Use a soft clean wallpaper brush or microfibre cloth to remove air 
bubbles and creases. Use a straight edge and sharp trimming knife at corners. Do not puncture 
air bubbles and do not use metal or sharp objects (other than the cutting knife) on the surface 
when installing the material.  Remove any excess paste with a damp sponge and wipe surface 
clean. Leave to dry thoroughly (min 24 hrs).  The wall is now ready to hold magnets and use 
pens.

IMPORTANT: MagScapes wallcoverings can act as a conductor of electricity due to the ferrous content in the vinyl – do not allow it 
to come into contact with exposed wires, and take care when installing around electrical wiring and boxes. Turn electricity off.
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Maintenance MAGWRITE may be cleaned using a damp micro fibre cloth. If used in an area of strong                     
sun light move magnets regularly to avoid discolouring.
MagScapes recommend Artline Dry Erase markers for best results. Use microfibre towel                                        
and spray for cleaning. Do not use abrasive cleaners. Chalkboard pens can also be used. 
Chalkboard pen writing can be removed with a damp microfibre towel.

Health & Safety This product is classified as non-hazardous and therefore does not require any special                
handling. This product does not require special labelling.

Fire Fighting Any extinguishing media are suitable. Wear self contained breathing apparatus, protective                      
clothing and full face mask. Fumes should be ventilated immediately due to possible liberation 
of noxious gases.

Ecological This product is not bio-degradable. Dispose of in accordance with Local Authority                          
regulations or via an authorised contractor.
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